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The above mat& compares those attributes that should have significant influence on Defense Department 
decisions as it looks at which bases to consolidate its work into. An explanation of the columns: 

Size: The number of acres that constitute the instaljatiqn. Obviously$the large"r:ithe:act$age theirnore - 
- 8  l"?\i $ 1 1 ,  

+ r i :i;q expansion room is available to accept increased mission. I j c  { I  d l i  

Encroached: Whether any mission curtailment occurs now, and potentially, should tde same mix of 
mission functions increase significantly in the future. Encroachment is caused by inckased 
population density surrounding the base, or air traffic in air space in proximity 'to the installation. 
Ca~abilitv Diversitv: The mix of technologies, functions, skills, facilities, and life cycle support 
capabilities of an installation. The most diverse is given a 1 and provides a one stop shop for the 
warfighter as well as the capability of absorbing almost any additional mission type. The 
predominantly single mission focused installations are given 5's. 
Cost: The relative labor costs of the installations' workforce. The lowest cost is given a 1, the highest - 
a 5. 
Joint Tenants & Clients: A yes is given to those installations that have tenants from multiple 
services or provide significant support to multiple services. 
Plant Value: An estimate of the replacement plant value of the installation, not including land 
value. This looks at the relative investment by the Defense Department in each installation. 

The installations are listed in order of potential future value based on an aggregation of these strategic 
factors. For example, the first installation, Crane: has an extremely diverse technical and industrial capability 
across most defense critical technologies; has kept its costs the lowest in its peer group; has one of the 
highest DoD investments; and, has the size, with no encroachment, to absorb major expansions in mission. 
While one can argue in the details of each assigned value, the overall scores and ranking provide a high level 
measure of installation current and future value to the Department of Defense. 
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Naval Support Activitv. Crane: Best Value Defense Installation for the 21St Century 
Crane embodies mission and physical capabilities that make it a unique, high military value, Defense 
Technical & Industrial installation to support the 2 1" century's transformed defense forces and the global war 
on terrorism. Crane is an excellent choice for consolidation of like mission elements across the Defense 
Department. 

Mission: ) 

Crane's technical capabilities support all services: Major Navy and Army tenants at Crane perform 
synergistic technical and industrial support for weapons, munitions and pyrotechnic products for all services. 
Crane Navy also provides technical and industrial support for Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force electronic 
and electronic warfare systems. 

Crane has an extraordinarilv diverse caeabilitv: Crane's expertise extends to weapons, munitions, 
pyrotechnics, electronics, and electronic warfare technologies and products. Its functional capability includes 
development, test, prototype, acquisition or production, in-service support, maintenance, overhaul and 
upgrade. Its facilities include electronic, microwave and ordnance: test and analytical laboratories; test 
ranges; modeling and simulation laboratories; and, production, maintenance and depot overhaul lines. Crane 
products are part of every Navy airplane, ship, submarine and SEAL team. They are also with many Air 
Force planes, Army & Marine Corps vehicles and Special Operating Force Command Units. Crane is a 
major munitions storage an& out-load facility. 

Crane is es~eciallv relevant to the Global War on Terror: Crane, having a total technical, industrial, 
supply and logistics capability is extremely agile and responsive to rapidly changing warfighter 
requirements. Crane's expertise in weapons, ordnance, electronics and electronic warfare is particularly 
suited to meet USSOCOM, SPECWARCOM and Marine Corps demands. Crane receipts have increased 
66% since 911 1/01, far exceeding other technical installations. Crane delivered $750M worth of products 
directly to the warfighter in 2004. Crane has delivered 100s of millions of pounds of munitions since 911 1. 
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Crane is d "'best buv": Through continued-aggressive business and process re-engideering, and enhanced 
by its location in a low cost part of the country, Crane Navy and Army have extremely low labor rates. Crane 
won the DoD "Installation of the Year" award in 2002, and "Value Engineering" award in 2004. 

Phvsical: !, r 

Crane has no encroachment: Crane's mission including ordnance operations and disposal as well as high 
power microwave emissions is not impacted at all by the surrounding community, nor is the community 
disturbed at all by the operations at Crane. In addition, Crane's ordnance disposal through open-air 
detonation and burning are fully permitted. No ordnance safety arc extends out of Crane's fence line. 

Crane has an ideal location for a defense installation: Crane is located in a sparsely populated area of 
southern Indiana. It is far from potential terrorist targets. However, Crane enjoys excellent interstate, rail, 
and major airport transportation in close proximity. 

Crane's size will allow maior expansion in mission: Crane is one of the largest Defense installations with 
some 100 square miles or 63,000 acres. 

Crane has superb facilities: Crane has some 3,000 buildings including 1600 explosive magazines 
constituting 20% of the Nation's capacity. Millions of square feet are available for operations and storage. 
The plant replacement value of Crane's facilities exceeds $3.3B. An aggressive military construction 
program, including joint Army-Navy MILCON, has continually increased facility capability. 

Crane has extremelv stron~ communitv suliport: Crane has enormous impact on its community. It 
constitutes 37% of all of the wages in its host county. Crane employees are major contributors of time and 
resources in the small towns surrounding the installation. The entire State is proud to host such a superb 
Defense installation. This is demonstrated by the unanimous joint resolutions of support by the State 
legislation and the 2005 Military Base Protection Act insuring future encroachment free operations. 
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